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Kourentzes,﻿ &﻿ Fildes,﻿ 2018).﻿ It﻿ is﻿ one﻿ of﻿ the﻿ first﻿ studies﻿ that﻿ incorporates﻿ word﻿ analysis,﻿ topic﻿
modelling﻿and﻿sentiment﻿analysis﻿to﻿provide﻿social﻿media﻿data﻿parameters﻿to﻿the﻿Bass-﻿Emotion﻿model.
LITeRTATURe ReVIew
Big Data Analytics in Supply Chain Management
Diverse,﻿massive﻿and﻿complex﻿data﻿on﻿different﻿domains﻿of﻿business﻿and﻿technology﻿which﻿cannot﻿
be﻿efficiently﻿addressed﻿by﻿the﻿traditional﻿technologies,﻿skills,﻿and﻿infrastructure﻿is﻿referred﻿to﻿as﻿
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in﻿ the﻿proposed﻿ framework﻿utilizing﻿concepts﻿ from﻿appraisal﻿ theory.﻿Various﻿organizations﻿ from﻿
different﻿sectors﻿have﻿used﻿sentiment﻿analysis﻿for﻿gathering﻿information,﻿predicting﻿market﻿response,﻿











Social﻿ media﻿ sources﻿ provide﻿ huge﻿ amount﻿ of﻿ information﻿ every﻿ day﻿ and﻿ with﻿ proper﻿ tools﻿ an﻿
understanding﻿ of﻿ the﻿ trends﻿ of﻿ that﻿ information﻿ for﻿ actionable﻿ insights﻿ can﻿ be﻿ developed.﻿ Topic﻿
Modelling﻿is﻿typically﻿used﻿to﻿uncover﻿industry﻿data﻿across﻿a﻿certain﻿topic﻿or﻿domain﻿(Kwak,﻿Lee,﻿
Park,﻿&﻿Moon,﻿2010),﻿such﻿as﻿product﻿demands,﻿consumer﻿insights,﻿and﻿service﻿quality﻿of﻿an﻿industry.﻿
It﻿can﻿help﻿business﻿managers﻿or﻿decision﻿makers﻿ to﻿predict﻿ the﻿future﻿behaviours﻿or﻿ trends﻿of﻿a﻿
community﻿based﻿on﻿a﻿relevant﻿set﻿of﻿data.﻿Lansley﻿and﻿Longley﻿(2016)﻿demonstrates﻿a﻿way﻿to﻿use﻿
Twitter﻿ information﻿ to﻿analyse﻿and﻿present﻿geographical﻿ trends﻿using﻿Latent﻿Dirichlet﻿Allocation﻿
(LDA).﻿Blei,﻿Ng﻿and﻿Jordan﻿(2003)﻿describes﻿LDA﻿as﻿an﻿unsupervised﻿model﻿which﻿is﻿used﻿to﻿find﻿
possible﻿topics﻿from﻿collections﻿of﻿text.
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Table 1. Studies based on sentiment analysis
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media﻿ analytics﻿ to﻿ improve﻿ demand﻿ forecasting.﻿ The﻿ framework﻿ consists﻿ of﻿ data﻿ collection﻿ and﻿
preprocessing,﻿sentiment﻿extraction﻿and﻿building﻿of﻿forecasting﻿model﻿as﻿shown﻿in﻿Figure﻿1.
Data Collection and Preprocessing
Data﻿is﻿collected﻿and﻿preprocessed﻿using﻿following﻿methods﻿in﻿the﻿given﻿order.
Table 2. Use of social media analytics in supply chain
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Figure 1. Overview of the demand forecasting framework using social media big data
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The﻿sentiment﻿index﻿in﻿time﻿period﻿t,﻿Wt ,﻿is﻿calculated﻿by﻿W W ct
h
tk= ×∑( ) ﻿where﻿value﻿of﻿


















where﻿S(t)﻿ is﻿ the﻿cumulative﻿sales﻿by﻿ the﻿end﻿of﻿ time﻿period﻿ t.﻿p﻿ refers﻿ to﻿ the﻿coefficient﻿of﻿
innovation,﻿q﻿ refers﻿ to﻿ the﻿coefficient﻿of﻿ imitation,﻿and﻿m﻿refers﻿ to﻿ the﻿ total﻿number﻿of﻿potential﻿
adopters.﻿m﻿and﻿p﻿are﻿calculated﻿using﻿historical﻿sales﻿data.﻿q﻿is﻿related﻿to﻿the﻿sentiment﻿and﻿can﻿be﻿
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Figure 2. Word cloud for brand ‘Nike’
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Figure 3. Word cloud after data cleaning
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Table 3. Keywords used for SMDs extraction for ‘shorts’
Shorts#nike Shorts#green Shorts#swimming zara#swimmingshorts
Shorts#adidas Shorts#navy Shorts#running zara#runningshorts
Shorts#reebok Shorts﻿#jersey nike#jerseyshorts zarablack#jerseyshort
Shorts#next Shorts﻿#cargo nike﻿#cargoshorts zarablack#cargoshorts
Shorts#blue Shorts#jorts nike﻿#jorts zarablack#jorts
Shorts#black Shorts#fleece nike﻿#fleeceshorts zarablack#fleeceshort
Shorts#grey Shorts#gym nike﻿#gymshorts zarablack#gymshorts
Shorts#swimming nike#swimmingshort Shorts#swimming adidas#swimmingshor
Shorts#running nike#runningshorts Shorts#running puma#runningshorts
nike#jerseyshorts nikeblack#jerseyshor adidas#jerseyshorts nikeblack#jerseyshort
nike#cargoshorts nextblack#cargoshor adidas#cargoshorts pumablack#cargoshts
nike﻿#jorts nike﻿black#jorts adidas﻿#jorts nike﻿black#jorts
nike﻿#fleeceshorts nikeblack#fleeceshor adidas#fleeceshorts nikeblack#fleeceshort
adidasShorts#ru nike#runningshorts adidasShorts#runni puma#runningshorts
next#jerseyshorts nikeblack#jerseyshorts adidas#jerseyshorts pumablack#jerseyshorts
next﻿#cargoshorts nextblack#cargoshors adidas#cargoshorts pumblack#cargoshorts
next﻿#jorts nike﻿black#jorts adidas﻿#jorts puma﻿black#jorts
next﻿#fleeceshorts nikeblack#fleeceshorts adidas#fleeceshorts pumablack#fleeceshorts
next﻿#gymshorts nikeblack#gymshorts adidas﻿#gymshorts pumablack#gymshorts
Table 4. Number of Brands and Product Related SMDs for week 1
Brand # of SMDs Product Type # of SMDs
Zara 12,456 #jerseyshorts 651
Nike 29,435 #cargoshorts 543
Adidas 36,792 #jorts 189
NEXT 71,234 #gymshorts 984
BHS 61,281 #swimmingshorts 429
Puma 23,124 #runningshorts 183
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Table 5. Product type with sentiment analysis score








































Table 6. Comparison of forecasted and actual values for Bass Model and proposed Emotion Enhanced Model
Forecasting week 1 2 3 4 5 6
Actual﻿value 712.3409 817.6867 921.2260 843.5641 926.7657 923.9208
Forecasted﻿value﻿(Bass﻿Model) 704.5435 810.4631 927.0904 841.5382 922.7238 918.6123
Forecasted﻿value﻿(Proposed﻿Model) 708.6674 816.5294 923.1996 844.2350 926.8046 922.7927
Table 7. Comparison of SVM and NB Methods
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Figure 4. Results of Forecasting Model of Emotion Enhanced Model
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